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ON TOPOLOGICAL ANALOGUES OF LEFT THICK
SUBSETS IN SEMIGROUPS

JAMES C. S. WONG

We discuss the relation among various topological
analogues of left thickness in semigroups and their connec-
tion with left invariant means for locally compact separately
continuous semigroups. Until now, most results in this
direction have been obtained for only jointly continuous
semigroups. However, an important convolution formula
found recently by this author made the transition to sepa-
rately continuous cases possible.

1* Introduction* Let S be a semigroup and T a subset of S.
T is called left thick if for each finite set FaS, there is some seS
such that FsaT. In 1965, T. Mitchell obtained the following in-
teresting results:

THEOREM 1.1 (Mitchell [7]). Let S be a left amenable semigroup
and T a subset of S, then T is left thick iff there is a left invariant
mean m on S such that m(ζτ) = 1 where ξτ is the characteristic
function of T.

THEOREM 1.2 (Mitchell [7]). If T is a left thick subsemigroup
of a semigroup S, then S is left amenable iff T is left amenable.

Since then, various attempts have been made to obtain topo-
logical analogues and extensions of these concepts and results to
locally compact semigroups (with jointly continuous multiplication)
with only partial success (see Day [3], [4] and Wong [10], [11]). In
fact, in these attempts, a topological analogue of one or the other
(but not both) of Mitchell's theorems was found. The purpose of
this paper is two-fold. First, we introduce a "suitable" topological
analogue of left thickness and extend both of Mitchell's results.
Second, we shall do it in the more general setting of locally compact
separately continuous semigroups because of an important convolu-
tion formula obtained recently by this author for such semigroups
(see Wong [12] and § 2 below).

§ 2* Notations and background* For notations and definitions
in analysis on locally compact (Hausdorff) semigroups, we shall
follow [11] (to which the present paper is a sequel) except that we
are now dealing with a locally compact separately continuous semi-
group S. Although all the results cited in the references here are
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for jointly continuous semigroups (or compact separately continuous
ones), many of them (in particular, those we are going to need
here) can be carried over to general separately continuous semigroups.
We shall discuss this briefly here and where appropriate, special
remarks with respect to this will be made below.

As usual, let M(S) be the measure algebra with convolution
product and M0(S) the probability measures. Recently, this author
has obtained the following convolution formula:

fdμ*v = \^f(xy)dμ(x)dv(y) =

for all feL^lμl^vWμ^eMiS). (See Wong [12].) It follows
that M0(S) is a convolution semigroup (algebraically) and that

support (μ*v) — [support μ support v\~

if μ,veMQ(S).
As a result, if S is jointly continuous, μ*v has compact support

whenever μ, v do. In general, this may not be the case except for
example when μ = da is the Dirac measure and v has compact sup-
port. Then δa*v has compact support ( = α support v).

Also, the functions x—*f(xy), y fixed and x—» \f(xy)dv(y), though

continuous, need not be in C0(S) if / is in C0(S), the continuous
functions on S which vanish at infinity. Thus M0(S) need not be a
topological semigroup under the weak* topology of M(S) = CQ(S)*.
Despite this apparent setback for separately continuous semigroups,
it should however be remarked that for example the construction
used in Wong [11, Lemma 3.1, p. 296] is valid for separately con-
tinuous semigroups since it requires only that M0(S) be a semigroup.

Now let T be a Borel subset of S. Consider the following
conditions on T:

(TLS) For "each KaS compact, there is some μeM0(S) such
that v*μ(T) = 1 for any veMQ(S) with v(K) = 1. [Can assume
μ{T) = i.]

(TLT) For each ε > 0, KczS compact, there is some μeM0(S)
such that v*μ(T) > 1 - e for any veMQ(S) with v{K) = 1. [Can
assume that μ has compact support and μ(T) > 1 — ε.]

(ΓLLX) For each ε > 0 and veM0(S) with compact support,
there is some μ in M0(S) with compact support such that v*μ(T) >
1 - ε .

(TLL) For each ε < 0 and veM0(S) with compact support,
there is some seS such that v*δs(T) > 1 — ε where δs is the Dirac
measure at s.

(LT) For each FaS finite, there is some seS such that Fsa
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T [Can assume s e T.] (This is MitchelΓs definition of left thickness.)
and

(*) For each ε > 0 and veMQ(S) with compact support, there
is some μeM0(S) with compact support such that μ(T) > 1 — ε and
v*μ(T) > 1 - ε.

T is called topological left substantial if T satisfies (TLS). In
Wong [10], it is proved that if T is a (locally compact Borel)
topological left substantial subsemigroup of S, then T is topological
left amenable iff S is. This is a topological analogue and extension
of Theorem 1.2. Also condition (TLS) remains unchanged if we
require the measure μ to satisfy the additional assumption that
μ(T) = 1. The proof can be found in [10]. Since similar situations
will frequently occur again below, we present the proof here for
completeness. As in [10], if φφKaS compact is given, choose
k 6 K and let K± — Kk U {k} which is also compact. There is some
μ1eM0(S) such that v^μx(T) = 1 if v^M^S) and vx(Kx) = 1. Con-
sider μ = δk^μ1eM0(S). μ(T) = 1 since ^(JKi) = 1. Moreover, if
v6Jlίo(S) and v(K) = 1, then

v*μ(T) = (v+d^μάT) = 1 since ^

= ( ξκlίxk)dv(x) - v(K) = 1 .

On the other hand, T is called topological left thick if T satisfies
(TLT). It is proved in Wong [11] that if S is uniform strong
topological left amenable (hence topological left amenable), then T
is topological left thick iff there is a topological left invariant mean
M on M(S)* such that M(XT) = 1 where Xτ is the characteristic
functional of T in S (see [11] for more details). This is a topolo-
gical analogue and extension of Theorem 1.2. Condition (TLT)
remains unchanged if we require the measure μ to satisfy the
additional assumptions that μ has compact support and μ(T) > 1 —ε.
For if ε > o and KaS compact are given, there is some μeM0(S)
such that v*μ(T) > 1 - ε/2 for all veM0(S) with v(K) = 1. Since
the measures in Λfo(S) with compact supports are norm dense in
Mϋ(S), we can choose μ1eMQ(S) with compact support such that
Wμ-μΛl <e/2, then

\(v*μ1 -v*μ)(T)\ ^ \\v*μx - v*μ\\ <-|-

and v*μλ(T) > 1 — ε for all veM0(S) with v(K) = 1. Next, suppose
the pair (ε, K) is given and K Φ φ. Choose keK and let Kx — Kk U
{k} which is compact. By the above argument, there is some μ2 e
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M0(S) with compact support such that

τ*μ2(T) > 1 - ε for all τeM0(S)

with τ(K,) — 1. Consider μ3 = δk*μ2eM0(S), which has compact sup-
port ( = fc support μ2), μ3(T) = δk*μ2(T) > 1 — ε since δk(K,) = 1.
Moreover, if veJlίo(S) and v(K) = 1, then v*μ3(T) = (v*δk)*μ2(T) >

1 - ε since v*δk(K,) = [ ζKl(xk)dv(x) = v(K) = 1 .

Later, M. Day [4] improves the result in Wong [11, Theorem
4.1, p. 297] by calling T topological left lumpy if T satisfies (TLL)
and proves that if S is topological left amenable, then T is topolo-
gical left lumpy iff there is a topological left invariant mean M on
ΛΓ(JS)* such that M(lτ) = 1. Thus for uniform strong topological
left amenable semigroups (in particular, any left amenable locally
compact group), the concepts of (TLT) and (TLL) are the same.

In general, of course (TLS) implies (TLT) which in turn implies
(TLL,). Also (TLL) and (TLL,) are equivalent. This is due to Day
[4] (under further but redundant assumption). Clearly (TLL) implies
(TLL,). Conversely, if veM0(S) has compact support and v*δs(T)^
1 - ε for all s in S, then v*μ(T) = [v(Ts~1)dμ(s) = [v*δs(T)dμ(s) ^
1 - ε for all μeM0(S). Hence (TLL,) and (TLL) are equivalent.

Also (TLL) implies (LT). The proof is implicit in Day [4].
For given any finite FaS with k elements, consider v = l/k Σαejpδσ e
M0(S) with compact support. By (TLL), there is some seS such
that v*δs(T) > 1 - I/ft. Hence δσs(T) = 1 for all σ e F or Fs c Γ.

Finally, condition (*) is somewhere between topological left
thickness and topological left lumpiness. Clearly (*) is formally
stronger than (TLL,). Also (TLT) implies (*) in view of the above
remarks concerning the additional assumptions at the end of the
condition (TLT).

This condition (*) is precisely the "suitable" condition we are
looking for in order to extend both Mitchell's results.

3* Main results*

THEOREM 3.1. Let T be a Borel subset of a locally compact
semigroup S such that M(S)* has a topological left invariant mean.
Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) There is a topological left invariant mean M on M(S)*
such that M(XT) = 1.

(2) T is topological left lumpy (i.e., T satisfies (TLL) or
(TLL,)).

(3) T satisfies (*).
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Proof. Equivalence of (1) and (2) is due to Day [4, Theorem,
p. 89]. Since the only difference between conditions (TLLλ) and (*)
is that the measure μ in (*) must satisfy the additional assumption
that μ(T) > 1 — e, Day's original proof in [4] can easily be adapted
to show (1) implies (3). However, we shall present a modification
of Day's argument to show that Theorem 3.1 remains valid if the
measure μ in condition (*) is required to satisfy μ{T) — 1. Suppose
(1) holds and M is a topological left invariant mean such that
M(XT) = 1. Let μa be a net in M0(S) with compact supports such
that μa-»M weak* in Λf(S)**. Then limaμa(T) = 1 and for each
veMQ(S) with compact support,

= μa(p ® ZΓ) > M(v ® Xτ) = M{XT) = 1 ,v*μa(T) =

since M is topological left invariant.
Define τaeM+(S) by

= \ξτfdμa,feCQ(S).

Then τa(B) = μa(B Π Γ) for any Borel set B in S. In particular,

Ta(T) = μa(T) -> 1. Hence we can assume τa(T) Φ 0. Let vα6ikf0(S)
be defined by va = τJτa(T) = τa/μa(T). Then for any feC0(S), we
have

« - ( f&μ.
JT

II
-Ml/11.̂ .(2")

Hence

Let ε > 0 and v e M0(S) with compact support be given, there
is some a0 (depending on ε and v) such that

and

\p«-μa\\<

v*μ«(T) > 1 - ε/2 if a ^ a0 .

Hence
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\v*va(T) -v*μa(T)\

^ \v*va -v*μa\{T)

= a μa 2 l a = a0 .

Consequently

The measure μ = y«oeΛfo(*S) has (compact) support czK0Π T where
Ko is the (compact) support of μaQ and μ satisfies the requirements

μ{T) = 1 and v*μ(T) > 1 - ε .

This completes the proof.

REMARKS. It should be remarked that Day's result [4, Theorem,
p. 89] is for jointly continuous semigroups. However, his proof
(and the above adaptation) is actually valid for separately continu-
ous semigroups (see also discussions at the beginning of §2).

Theorem 3.1 is a topological analogue and extension of Theorem
1.1. It is also an improvement of Day's result in [4, Theorem, p.
89] (from joint continuity to separate continuity). It also shows
that for topological left amenable semigroups conditions (TLL) and
(*) are the same. It is not known in general whether condition (*)
remains unchanged if we require the measure μ in (*) to satisfy
μ(T) = 1.

To obtain the analogue of Mitchell's second result, we need
the following lemmas. From now on, unless otherwise stated
explicitly, T is a locally compact Borel subsemigroup of S. It is
known that if μeM(S), then the restriction μτ = μ\τ of μ to the
Borel subsets of T is a measure in M(T). In fact the correspondence
μ —> μτ is an isometric order preserving isomorphism between the
subalgebra of all measures μeM(S) with \μ\(T') = 0 and the algebra
M(T). Moreover μτeM0(T) if μeMQ(S) and μ(T) = 1 (see Wong
[9] and [4] for details).

LEMMA 3.2. Let μ, veM0(S) with μ(T') ^ ε and v(T) = l. Then
(1) \μ*ι>-v\(T')^ε
( 2 ) \μ*v - v\(T) ^ \μτ*vτ - vτ\{T) + ε.

Consequently

\\μ*v - v\\ ̂  \\μτ*vτ ~ vτ\\ + 2ε .

Proof,
(1) Since μ, v ^ 0 and v(Tf) = 0, we have
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= \ \ ζAxy)dμ(x)dv(y) + 1 \ ξτ,(xy)dμ{x)dv(y) .
JTJT JTJT'

Since T is a subsemigroup, T Π Try~ι = φ if y e T and the first
integral vanishes. Thus

\μ*v -v\(Tr)

(2) If S c T is Borel in S then B is Borel in Γ and

ζn(xy)dμ(x)dv(y) + ( ί ζB{xy)dμ{x)dv{y)
Γ J Γ J 2"

= μτ*vτ(B) + ί ί ζB(xy)dμ{x)dv(y) ,

since Γ is a subsemigroup and v(T") = 0.
Hence if {Blf B2, , 5W} is a partition of T into Borel sets in

S, we have

- v)(Bk) \ ̂  I (μr*vτ - vΓ)(BA) I + ( ( ζβk(xy)dμ{x)dv{y)
JTJT'

and

= sup I Σ IO" y - y)(5*)|: {Bu Bif • • , 5,} a Borel

partition of Γ in s [

I I ξτ(xy)dμ(x)dv(y)
JTJT'

^ \μτ*vτ — vΓ|(T) + ε .

The last part of the lemma is now trivial.

LEMMA 3.3.

( 1 ) Let va be a net in M0(T) such that \\v*va — va\\ —> 0 for
each v eikfo(T). // 0 < ε < 1 and τ is a measure in M+(T) such
that 1 — ε < r(Γ) = | | r | | ^ 1, then there is some a0 (depending on
T and ε) such that

||τ*v« — vα | | ^ 2ε if a ̂  a0 .
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( 2 ) Let va he a net in M0(T) such that for each F c T compact,
\\v*va — va\\ -> 0 uniformly for all veM0(T) with v(F) = 1. Let
0 < ε < 1 and F a compact subset of T be given. Then there is
some a0 (depending on e and F) such that for any τeM+(T) with
τ(T\F) = 0 and 1 - ε < r(Γ) = | | r | | ^ 1, we have

\\τ*v* — y«|| ^ 2ε for a ^ a0 .

Proof.

(1) Let c = | | r | | Φ 0 and write τ = cv with V G I 0 ( Γ ) . Then
0 ^ 1 — c < ε and

|| - va\\ = | | ' φ ) ||

^ 2ε if a ^ α0 .

( 2 ) Let 0 < ε < l and FaT compact be given. There is
some a0 (depending on ε and F) such that

\\v*»a -v«\\ <e if a ^ a0 and veM0(T)

such that v(T\F) - 0. Let τeM+(T) with τ(T\F) = 0 and 1 ~ ε <
τ(Γ) = | | τ | | ^ 1. Write τ = cv where c = | | τ | |=£θ and veM0(T).
Then as before 0 ^ 1 - c < ε and v(T\F) = 0, and

\τ*va - va\\ ^ | | v * v β - va\\ + | c -

^ 2ε if α ^ a0 .

THEOREM 3.4. Lβί S be a locally compact semigroup and T a
locally compact Borel subsemigroup of S satisfying condition (*)
of § 2, ί/ẑ w S is topological left amenable iff T is topological left
amenable.

Proof. Assume that S is topological left amenable (i.e., M(S)*
has a topological left invariant mean). Since T satisfies (*), by
Theorem 3.1, there is a topological left invariant mean M on M(S)*
such that M(XT) — 1. Therefore M(T)* also has a topological left
invariant mean by a topological analogue (separately continuous
version) of Day's well-known criterion for amenability of (discrete)
subsemigroups (Day [1] and Wong [14, Theorem 4.1]).

Conversely, suppose M(T)* has a topological left invariant mean.
Then there is a net va in M0(T) such that ||τ*yα — va\\ —>0 for each
τeM0(T). Let μa be the unique measure in M0(T) with μa(T') = 0
and μalτ = yα. Suppose now veikfo(S) has compact support. We
claim that ||z;*μα — μ«|| —> 0. By (*), given 0 < ε < 1, there is some
μeM0(S) with compact support such that
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μ(T) > 1 - ε and v*μ(T) > 1 - ε

(i.e., μ(T) < e and v*μ(T') < ε).
Now apply Lemma 3.3 (1) to the measures τ = μτ and (v*μ)τ,

there is some a0 such that if a ^ a0

\\μτ*K - v«\\ < 2ε
and

\\(v*μ)τ*va - %>a\\< 2ε .

By Lemma 3.2, if a Ξ> a0

\\μ*μa - μa\\ ^ \\μτ*μalτ - μalτ\\ + 2ε

^ l|j«r*^« - ^11 + 2ε ^ 4 ε
and similarly

||(^*i«)*jMα - μa\\ S \\{v*μ)τ*μa\τ - μ*\τ\\

^ \\(v*μ)τ*v« ~ ^11 + 2ε

^ 4 ε .

Consequently,

\\»*μ« ~ ^11
^ | |v*^α - i>*(μ*μa)\\ + ||(v*i")*i"β ~ μa\\

^ I l i " * ^ - ^11 + ||(v*^)*Aίβ - μa\\

^ 8ε if a ^ α 0 .

Therefore S is topological left amenable and this completes the
proof.

REMARKS. Theorem 3.4 is an extension of Wong [10, Theorem
3.2, p. 233].

4* Uniform strong topological left amenability* It is quite
natural to ask whether MitchelPs second result has also an analogue
for uniform strong topological left amenability. To answer this in
affirmative, we need the following concept of left lumpiness first
introduced by Day [4] for a Borel subset T in & (not necessarily a
subsemigroup):

(LL) For each KaS compact, there is some

seS such that KsaT .

Like MitehelPs concept of left thickness, there is no loss of
generality here in assuming that se T. Thus we have the follow-
ing string of implications

(LI) ~ (LL) = > (TLS) ==> (TLT) ==> (*) ==> (TLL) = > (LT)
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with {LI) which stands for left ideal being the strongest and
MitchelΓs (LT) the weakest of all these conditions.

THEOREM 4.1. Let T be a locally compact Borel subsemigroup
of a locally compact semigroup S. Consider the following statements:

(a) S is uniform strong topological left amenable
(b) T is uniform strong topological left amenable.
If T satisfies (*), then (a) implies (b). // T is left lumpy, then

(a) and (b) are equivalent.

Proof. Suppose T satisfies (*) and S is uniform strong topo-
logical left amenable. Then by Theorem 3.1, there is a topological
left invariant mean M such that M{XT) = 1. By [11, Lemma 3.1, p.
296, (separately continuous version, same proof)], we can assume
that there is a net μaeM0{S) such that for each compact set KaS,
\\μ*μa — μa\\ -» 0 uniformly for μeM0{S) with μ{K) = 1 and that
μa->M weak* in Λf(S)**. Define τa and va as in the proof of
Lemma 3.1 above and let θaeM{T) be defined by

[gdθa = [g'dva, geC0{T)

where g\s) = g(s) if s e T and g'(s) = 0 if s <£ T. Then θa = valτ e
M0(T). (See Wong [9] and [14, Lemma 3.1] (separately continuous
versions).) Now let Fa T be compact and veM0(T) with v(F) = 1.
Then there is a unique μeM0(S) with μ{T')^§ and μ\τ = v. Clearly
μ(F) = 1. Since μ(T) = 0, va(T) = 0, we have

| | V * 0 α ~ θa\\ = \\μτ*Va{T ~ Va\τ\\ = \\(μ*Va ~ »a)\τ\\

= \\μ*v« - »a\\

^ \\μ*va - μ * μ a \ \ + \\μ*μa - μa\\ + \\μa - va\\ .

Now \\μa — va\\ —> 0 and \\μ\\ = 1, this last sum tends to zero uni-
formly for VGMO(JΓ) with v(F) = 1. Hence (a) implies (b).

If T satisfies (LL) which is stronger than (*), then (a) certainly
implies (b). Conversely, suppose T is uniform strong topological
left amenable. Let vaeM0(T) be such that for any FdT compact,
||v*vα — va\\ — 0̂ uniformly for veM0(T) with v{F) = 1. Let μa be
the unique measure in M0(S) such that μa]τ = vaf and μa(T') = 0.
We claim that the net μα converges strongly to topological left
in variance uniformly on compacta in S. Let KczS be compact.
By (LL), there is some aeT such that Ka c Γ. Then F = KaU
{a} is a compact subset of T. Given ε > 0, there is some cc0 depend-
ing on (ε, F) such that

li<5ί*vα — va\\ < ε if a ^ a0 and teKa U {̂ } .
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Therefore for any a ^ a0, keK, we have ka e Ka and

\\δk*μa - μa\\

^ \\8h*μa ~ δk*da*μa\\ + \\δka*μa - μa\\

^ \\δa*μa- μa\\ + \\δka*μa - μa\\

= \\δa*va - va\\ + \\δka*va - va\\ < 2ε .

This implies that S is uniform strong topological left amenable
(See Day [4, (lsau) <=> (W) pp. 88-89].) and the proof is complete.

If the semigroup S is jointly continuous, then the result can
be partially strengthened.

THEOREM 4.2. Let T be a closed topological left thick subsemi-
group of a jointly continuous semigroup S. Then T is uniform
strong topological left amenable iff S is.

Proof Since T is closed, T is necessarily locally compact Borel.
Sufficiency is clear by Theorem 4.1. On the other hand, if T is
uniform strong topological left amenable, there is a net vaeMQ(T)
such that for each compact FaT, \\v*va — va\\ —> 0 uniformly for
all veM0(T) with v(F) = 1. Again let μaeM0(S) satisfy μa(T') = 0
and μa]τ = va. We claim that μa converges strongly to topological
left in variance uniformly on compacta. Let KaS be compact and
0 < ε < 1. By (TLT), there is some μίeM0(S) with compact support
ζ c S such that μt(T) > 1 - ε and μ*μx(T) > 1 - ε for all μ e MQ(S)
with μ(K) = 1. Since T is closed and S is jointly continuous, both
Fx = Kt Π T and F2 = K2 Π T where K2 = KKX are compact subsets
of T. So is F = Fλ U F2. By Lemma 3.3 (2), there is some a0,
depending on (ε, F) such that for any τeM+(T) with τ(T\E) = 0
and 1 - ε < r(Γ) = | | r | | ^ 1, we have

\\τ*»a - K\\ < 2ε if a ^ a0 .

Now apply this to the measures r = μ1[τ and (μ*μdτ where
μ e JlfoGS), ̂ W = 1- We have

1 ^ μllτ(T) = μ,{T) > 1 - ε

and

μllτ(T\F) = μι{T\F) £ μ1(T\FJ - μ,(T Π Kl) <* μ^Kl) = 0 ,

since support μί = Zi.
Similarly,

1 ^ (μ*μMT) = Λ*A(Γ) > 1 - ε

and
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= μ*μ1(T Π K^) ^ μ*

= 0,

since

μ*μx(K2) = \ί\ίζKKl(xy)dμ(x)dμ1(y) = 1 .

Hence by Lemma 3.3 (2),

\\μ1]τ*va — va\\ <2ε

and

"i)r*y« — v«II < 2ε for all a ^ a0, μeM0(S) with μ(K) = 1 .

Consequently, for all a ^ a0, μeM0(S), μ(K) = 1, we have

\\μ*μ«- μ«\\

= \\μ*μa - μ*(μi*μa)\\ + \\{μ*μd*μa - μa\\

^ \\μi*μΛ - μa\\ + 11^*^)*^ - μ«ll

^ Ilj"nr*^« - ^11 + \\(μ*μi)τ*va - ^11 + 4ε ^ 8ε ,

by Lemma 3.2 and above. This completes the proof.

5* Pointwise strong left amenability* As mentioned in Day
[4], an analogue of Theorem 1.1 is still needed for left amenable
locally compact semigroups which characterizes those subsets on
which some left invariant mean can be concentrated. He also
remarked without proof that to obtain a left invariant mean which
concentrates on a Borel subset T, under the assumption that T
is left thick, would require something like left amenability of S
regarded as a discrete semigroup which is not a common property
of left amenable locally compact semigroups.

In this section, we shall first show that if S is left amenable
as a discrete semigroup, then S is left amenable as a locally compact
semigroup and then supply a proof of Day's remark, using an
elegant application of the fixed point property for left amenable
discrete semigroups. Also we shall obtain an analogue of Mitchell's
second result (Theorem 1.2).

THEOREM 5.1. Let S be a locally compact semigroup which is
left amenable as a discrete semigroup, then S is left amenable. In
this case, if T is a Borel subset of S, then the following statements
are equivalent:
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(1) There is a left invariant mean M on M(S)* such that
M(XT) = 1.

( 2 ) T is left thick.
(3) There is a left invariant mean m on m(S) such that

m(ξτ) = 1.

Proof. Suppose S is left amenable as a discrete semigroup.
Let φ\ BM(S) —> Af(S)* be the natural embedding of the bounded
Borel measurable functions BM(S) into M(S)* defined by φ(f)(μ) =
\fdμ, μeM(S). It is known that φ is an order preserving isometric

isomorphism (into) which commutes with left translations and φ(ϊ) ~
1. Let m be a left invariant mean on m(S) and n its restriction
to BM(S). Then n is left invariant on BM(S). Let K be the set
of means N on M(S)* which extends n. (In other words φ*(N) —
n.) By Hahn-Banach Extension Theorem, K Φ φ. (A mean M on
Λf(S)* can be defined equivalents as Λf(l) = ||Λf || = 1.) K is a
compact convex subset of the separated locally convex space M(S)**
with the weak* topology. Moreover, if aeS and NeK, then
l*NeK where la; M(S)* -»M(S)* is the left translation operator in
M(8)* defined by laF = δa © F. Therefore the map (s, N) -> ίfiV is
an action of S as continuous aίfine maps in K. By Day's Fixed
Point Theorem (Day [2, Theorem 1] or Mitchell [7, Theorem 5]),
this action has a fixed point N which is a left invariant mean on
M(S)* (extending n). By Day [4, Theorem, p. 91], (1) implies (2)
which is equivalent to (3) by Mitchell [7, Theorem 7, p. 257]. It
remains to show that (3) implies (1). This however follows from
the above arguments since we can assume in the definition of K,
the mean n to satisfy n(ξτ) = 1, then any fixed point N has the
property that N(XT) = 1 because <p(ζτ) = lτ. This completes the
proof.

REMARKS. Theorem 5.1 is an analogue of a result in Wong
[11, Theorem 5.2, p. 301] for locally compact groups.

THEOREM 5.2. Let T be a locally compact Borel subsemigroup
of a locally compact semigroup S. If T satisfies (TLL), then T is
left amenable iffS is.

Proof. Suppose S is left amenable and T satisfies {TLL).
Then there is a left invariant mean M on M(S)* such that M(XT) —
1 by Day [4, Theorem, p. 91]. Hence M(T)* also has a left
invariant mean (Wong [14, Theorem 4.2, separately continuous
version]).
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Conversely, suppose T is left amenable, and va is a net in
M0(T) such that H ^ * ^ - va\\->0 for each te T. Let μaeM0(S) be
such that μa(T) = 0 and μalτ = va. Since T satisfies (TLL), T is
left thick. For seS, there is some teT such that st e T. Con-
sequently

\\δs*μa - μa\\

^ \\δ.*δt*μa - δs*μa\\ + \\δ.t*μa - μa\\

£ \\δt*μa- μa\\ + \\δat*μa- μα\\

Hence S is left amenable.

6* Some examples•

(1) Let S = iϋ be the real numbers under addition and usual
topology. Then S is a locally compact abelian group. S is amena-
ble in every sense we have considered. Let T be either [0, oo) or
(0, oo), then T is a locally compact Borel subsemigroup of S which
is clearly left lumpy in S. Therefore by Theorem 4.1, T is uniform
strong topological left amenable.

(2) Let S be a compact semigroup with identity. Suppose
CB(S), the continuous bounded functions on S has a left invariant
mean. By DeLeeuw and Glicksberg [5, Lemma 2.8, p. 70], S has a
unique minimal right ideal, the kernel K(S) of S which is a disjoint
union of minimal left ideals of S that are compact topological
groups. Let T be any one of these. Then T is left lumpy. Being
a compact group, T is uniform strong topological left amenable.
By Theorem 4.1, so is S. On the other hand if M(S)* has a left
invariant mean, so does CB(S) by restriction. It follows that for
compact semigroups with identity, uniform strong topological left
amenability, the existence of topological left invariant mean or left
invariant mean on M(S)* or CB(S) are all equivalent. [Note that
the restriction of the natural embedding φ: BM{S)-*M(S)* to CB(S)
commutes (besides with left translations) also with left convolutions:
φ(μ®f) = μ®φ(f) ^ feCB(S) and μeM(S), while if feBM(S)
and μeM(S), μ®f need not be in BM(S) but is in GL(S), the
generalized functions on S (See Wong [13] for details).] In fact,
we can show that any left invariant mean m on CB(S) is always
topological left invariant. For with notations as above, let v be
the normalised left Haar measure in T. Again by [5, Lemma 2.8,

p. 70], m(/) = \f\τdv, f e CB(S). Let μ e M0(S) be such that μ(T') =
0 and μιτ = v. By Wong [9, Lemma 3.3, p. 129], dα*μ = μ for all
α G T. Since T is a left ideal in S, δs*μ = μ for all seS. It follows
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that τ*μ = μ for all τ e M0(S). Moreover m(τ ®f)=[(τ® f)Tdv =

U ® fdμ = ί/dτ*μ = ^/dμ = J/IΓcfe> = m(/) for any τeM0(S) and

m is topological left invariant. [Recall that τ ® f(x) = \

for /eOB(S), τeikΓ(S).]

Addendum* After the submission of the present paper, we
have been informed by M.M. Day that in general the measure μ in
condition (*) can be chosen such that μ(T) = 1 and that as a con-
sequence, topological left lumpiness is equivalent to condition (*).
This latter result was also communicated to us independently by
H. Junghenn.

M. M. Day also claims that if a Borel subset T is topological
left substantial, then T~ is left lumpy and as a consequence, these
two concepts coincide for closed sets.
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